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they say time is a river and you can never step in the same
river twice. it’s all gonna change, but what came before shapes
what comes after. there are certain people who seem to be in
both places at once.
johnny nicholas has played music and rambled with some of
the most artistically powerful individuals of the american 20th
century.
just to name a few… big walter horton, mississippi fred
macdowell, nathan abshire, lightnin’ slim, s.p. leary, lazy
lester, snooky pryor, robert jr. lockwood and johnny shines.
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Moonlight Train *
Kid Man Blues*
Blues Times
Red Light*
Sweet Katrina
Play Me(Like you Play Your Guitar)*
How Do You Follow A Broken Heart
Bayou Blues
Roll On Mississippi
Backdoor Man*
Wake Up Bobby
Workin’ In The Garden
Fresh Air*
*focus track

the last two gentlemen both learned some of their guitar
playing directly from robert johnson and johnny learned
directly from them. think about that for a moment.
music, myths, trains and rivers. they’re all a journey in the
individual sense and in the greater continuum. the songs and
performances on johnny’s new record are part of these age old
paths. there’s no way that they couldn’t be, with the life he’s
led and the people he’s known.
from the opening call of the wild, on the track “moonlight
train” to the album’s gentle closer ‘fresh air” this collection of
songs is a story that only one person could tell.
as I said there are people who seem to stand in two places at
once. where they are now and where it all began. with this
piece of work, johnny elevates this notion.

Contact:

destroy the illusion of time and live in the truths that spoke to
you as a child. the sounds of the summer night, the train
whistle and the open tuned guitar. surely you are there as
much as you are here.

Booking: Wendy Graham
wendy@movingpartstouring.com (512)-550-2722
Radio: Al Moss Promotions

listen to this record.	
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